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Klinix box plastic
- Serves as single use bin for dangerous and hygienic collection of

anatomic wastes.

- Inserting a sack enables multi-shoot use.

- Suitable for medical practices, usable also for collecting any other
types of waste.

- Certified – 1H2/Y31/S/…) 

- Stackable, suitable for incineration, manufactured of polyethylene.

- Construction of lid enables double available closure:
- slight pressure to the lid with following reopening during

successive filling of a bin.
- gross pressure to the lid closes the bin without possible reopening

even without any other contact with the content of the bin.

best price

Type: 0016

Type: 0015

Lid inside structure with
glue serves for hermetic
sealing.

Klinix box plastic Type: 0015 Type: 0016
Applicable capacity (l) 30 60

Bin height (mm) 372 664
Bin diameter (mm) 390/315 390/323

Dimension across holders (mm) 425 425
Bin weight (kg) 1.2 2.2

Rec. charge weight (kg) 9 18

MEDICINAL WASTE CONTAINERS

Plastic medicinal waste bins
- Containers made of polypropylene (PP). 

- Container volume 30–60 l.

- Several lid versions: - drop-in hole with a bayonet cap, 
- with a handle in the middle. 

- Possibility to close the lid provisionally or permanently, 
the lid can be equipped with a circular drop in hole 
with a bayonet cap.

- Lid is provided with glue. 

- High resistance to container wall 
puncturing – meeting standards BS 7320 
and NFX 30-500.

- Optimal utilization of space thanks to its 
rectangular cross-section. 

- Dimensions suitable for putting on palettes. 

- Space saving during the transport 
and storage (conical and stackable version).

- Containers suitable for incineration. 

- Certified for hazardous waste 
collection and transport.

TYPE
CAPACITY

(l)
M. DIMENSIONS 

(mm)
WEIGHT

(kg) 
TYPE OF LID CERTIFICATE

4430 30 335 x 400 x 318 1.36 drop-in hole with a bayonet cap UN 1H2/Z15/S...
4431 50 335 x 400 x 539 1.65 drop-in hole with a bayonet cap UN 1H2/Y28/S...
4432 60 335 x 400 x 640 1.90 drop-in hole with a bayonet cap UN 1H2/Y30/S...

Type: 4432

Type: 4431

Type: 4430

Detail of the lock
making the container
opening impossible
after pushing the lid.
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